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Abstract 

The problem of a lossy sphere excited in symmelric TM and TE modes by appropriate delta function 
sources is considered. The resonant frequencies and the amplitude constants involved in the field 
components have been computed as functions of both permeability and permittivity of the sphere. 

The results have been utilised to verify the frequencies of maximlun absorption of biological spheres 
obtained experimentally1'. 
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1. Introduction 

Some work has been done during prevlous years on dielectric resonators of different 
shapes, including spheres1-9. Resonators made of materials of high dielectric constant 
and low loss factor lend themselves to a number of applications such as micro- 
wave filters, power limiters, and Gunn and transistor oscillators using YIG spheresls, 
as well as  in dielectric-tuned and temperature-compensated Gunn oscillators, etc. How- 
ever, their use requires a good knowledge of their resonant frequencies and amplitude 
constants of field components. 

The electroniagnetic boundary value problem of the dielectric sphere excited by delta 
f~mction electric and magnetic sources applied normally across an arbitrary plane has 
been solved and the possibility of the existence of symmetric as wtll as  unsymmetric 
TE, TM and hybrid modes has been investigated by ChatterjeelO, leading to the follow- 
ing conclusions: 

(i) I t  is not possible to excite unsymmetric TE a r d  TM modes on the dielectric 
sphere since the application of boucdary value method yields three independent 
equations with only two unknown amplitude constants. 

(ii) It is possible to excite symmetric TE and TM modes, as  well as symmetric and 
unsymmetric hybrid modes on the dielectric sphere. 
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The theoretical investigation in this paper differs from the studies rcported so far 
by other authorsl-9 in the following respects. We have considered lossy spheres having 
permittivity ( ~ 3  and ~ermeability (p,)), ranging from sinall to very large values. We 
have also evaluated the resonant frequencies of the sphere as a function of a/v, for 
several TE,, and TM,, modes excited by appropriate delta function sources, where 
v, ;= (l/p,s,)l@ denotes the intrinsic phase velocity inside the sphere. We have also 
studied the amplitude constants of the field components, both inside and outside the 
sphere as functions of a!?., with E ,  and p, as parameters, where ', denotes the f~ ee space 
wvmeleugth outside the sphere. It has also been shown that the resonant frequencies 
of lojsy dielectric spheres can be related to the frequencies of maxununl absorption of 
electromagnetic radiation by biological spheres as reported by Can&+. The study 
of the amplitude constants is important as the temperature rise of biological spheres 
illuminated by electroinagnetic radiation depends not only on the resonant frequencies 
of niaximum absorption, but also on the incident radiation energy, which is propor- 
tional to the square of the arapiitlrde constants. 

2. Electromagnetic boundary-value problem of dielectric sphere excited in TM and TE 
modes 

Fig. I shows the geometry of the structure. Spherical polar coordinates r, 0, d, are 
used. A dielectric sphere of radius ' a ' and constants a, p1, G, is embedded in another 
dielectric medium (free space) of constants E , ,  pa, 6,. The sphere is excited in the TM 
symmetric mode by an excitation electric field E,e-**6 applied in the z direction over 
an annular ring of width a s  -+ 0 in  the plane z = z, = a cos 0,. E, lms conlponents 

Ro. I. Geormtry of thc structure. 
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E ,  = E,  cos 0, and Ego = - E. sin 0% i n  the r and 0 directions respectively. Exparding 
the field components E,  and E,, in selies of spherical harmonics and assuming harmonic 
time dependence, we obtain 

where 

If E, is a 8-iunction given by 

- v 
E, = -------- aAO sin 0l for 01 1 0 < (01 -t A(',) 

and 

E, = 0 Tor 0 < U1 and 0 > (0, + LO,). 

The field components inside the sphere are 
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and the field components E:, El and H,$ outside the spherc are obtained by replacing 
the spherical Bessel function j, (klr )  by the spherical Hankel function 11;:' (k,r )  and A,, 
by B,, in the expressions for E:, Ej and H& respectively, where 

k, = c . ~ [ p ,  (c, +jcs,/cy~]l'~ and k, = w [JI1 ( E ~  -+ jul/u)lll%. 

Applying the boundary condition that at r = a, Eg" - El acd H: = H i ,  a e  
obtain 

where 

Z, is the difference between the radial wave impedances Ei/H+ inside and E;/H; 
outside the sphere. Free oscillation of the sphere results when these impedances are 
matched, that is, when 2. = 0, an equation whose roots determine the resonant fiequen- 
cies of the natural modes of oscillation. 

The field is thus determined uniquely both inside and outside the dielectric sphere 
for each value of it. As explamed earlier, this shows that TM,, modes exist for iz = :, 
2, 3, . . . for the dielectric sphere. There are also an infinite number of resonant 
frequencies for each TM,, mode, and the fields become very large at these resonant 
frequencies. 

For symmetric TE modes, the excitation is Hoe-jWL applicd in the z direction over 
an annular ring of width L s  + 0 in the plane z = z, = acos 0,. The field compo- 
nents of symmetric TE modes are H,, Hg and E+. Proceeding in a similar manner for 
the TM modes, it can be shown that the resonant frequencies for TE modes are given 
by the equation 
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3. Catculation of the resonant frequencies and amplitudes of the iaeld components 

Equations (14) and (15) have been solved by using iteration method with the aid of an 
1BM 360 digital computer, and the roots have been determined for several TE and 
TM modes for dielectric spheres embedded in free space (no = 0). These roots are 
complex ofthe form w, = w, + jw, where w, = 2nf,, gives the free oscillation radian 
frequency, and l/mm = 1/2?f, gives the relaxation time. 

Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b) show the resonant frequencies f ,  and f,, for different T M  
modes as functions of (nlv,), where 

is the intrinsic phase velocity in the low-loss dielectric sphere (loss tangent == 0.@05), 
where p, = p,jp, and E ,  = eljcO. Figs. 2 (c) and 2 (d) show the resonant frequescies 
f,> and f ,  for different T E  modes as functions of (ajv,). Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) show the 
resonant frequencies f ,  and f,, respectively for the different TE and TM modes as func- 
tions of (all.,), A, being the wavelength in the dielectric at resonance. c, has been taken 
as 2.56 in this case. For natural oscillation of a resonator the Q-factor can be defined 
in terms of the real part a,, and imaginary part w ,  of the complex angular frequency u),,, 
of resonance (see Appendix) as 

where f ,  and f, denote the real and imaginary parts of the resonant frequency fr(o, = 
2nf ,) respectively. Since Q is determined by the ratio (eqn. 16) and f ,  and f ,  are inde- 
pendent of a/A, [see Figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b)], for any TE,, and TM,, mode it may, 
therefore, be concluded tlmt the Q-factor is independent of a/A, for the above modes. 
Table I gives the Q-factors for several TE and TM modes for the first and second 
roots of eqns. (14) and (15). 

Plots of u 1 A*. I and a / B,. I as functions of &/a with relative permittivity G, and 
permeability ,u, as parameters for TM,, modes (n = 1 to 6 )  with source of excitation 
applied across different planes indicated by ti, show that (Figs. 4-8) 

(i) the peak values differ in magnitude for TMol and TMoe modes and for different 
values of E ,  and p,. 

(ii) the peak values of a A,. I are greater than the peak values of n I B,, I. 
(iii) the position of the peaks along the a/?., axis shift depending on the parameters; 

(iv) the plane of excitation has very little effect on the position of peaks though it 
influences the magnitude of the peak. A knowledge of the position of minima 
for the amplitude constant I A,, / can be utilised to select proper exciting wave- 
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length Lo so that the absorption of power by biological spheres can be kept to 
a min~mum and thus reduce the temperature rise and consequently minimise 
the risk of biological damage. 

Table I 

Q-jactor for TE and TM modes ; c, = 2.56 

Mode 
1 Root I1 Root 

The plot of the real and imzginary parts of a I B, I (Fig. 9) show that both Re (a B,,) 
and I ,  (a BOB) became zero and hence the amplitude constant for the field outside 
the sphere becomes zero at a particular value of all., irrespective of the value cf 0:. 
This may lead to the concept of confined mode for a particular value of all,. 

4. Resonant frequencies of biological spheres 

Biological tissues like muscle, brain matter, etc., may be approximately considered as 
homogeneous lassy diele~trics~l-~~. Using the expressions1? 

and 
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a h 0  - 
RG. 5.  / aB,, I as fun~t ion  of (n/l.,) for 18 = 1, 2, 3, 0, =13O0, and 6, = 10, p,'= 1000, 
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o/*o ---, 

l b )  

FIG. 6.  1 aB, I and I aA,, / as functioiir of o / L ,  for 0: := l30", r i - -  1, i, - 10, for different mlues 
of I+ 
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b - € r = 5 O  
C - 6 , - 5 5  
d - Cr' 60 
e - 6 " . 6 5  

--- FOR C CALCULATEU FROM 
EQUAllOUS I7 AuD I& 

(b) 
FIG. 10 (a). Real and iniugimry rcscnnnt frequenc~es f,% a~ ld  f;: of biological spheres. (b). Real 
remnant frequency frL For thc TM,,, niodc oC b~ological spheres as comparcd with experimental 
r e ~ ~ h s ~ * .  
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for brain matter. where j;, = 20 , 1 0  Hz. the resonant frequencies of biological spheres 
of brain matter of varying radius ' a '  have been calculated. The real and imaginary 
parts o f f ,  and f, are shown in Fig. 10 (a). Fig. 10 (b) shows the real resonant frequency 
J;, for the TMo,, mode as a function of the radius ' o ', and is compared with experi- 
mental result5 obtained by previous workers1*. 

The theoretical analysis of frequency of maximum absorption shows a monotonic 
decrease with radius of the sphere having any value of r ,  whereas the experimental 
curve reported by GandhP showsan oscillatory nature. However, the allalysis for the 
sphere with values of c, and n, calculafed from eqns. (17) and (18) show fair agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental ~alues.  

5. Conclusious 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the above study of the resonant proper- 
ties of dielectric spheres : 

(i) The dielectric sphere can resonate both in TM,, and TE,,, modes, and the reso- 
nant frequencies are complex of the form w, = w, + ju,, wn being the real 
resonant frequency and I!o, being the relaxation time. 

(ii) At a particular frequency (or wavelength) for a sphere of given mdiuq, several 
TE or TM modes way exist as shown In Figs. 2 and 3. 

(iiij As shown by Figs. 4. 6, 7 and 8 the field inside the sphere a t  resonance is 
much stronger than the field outside the sphere. 
(The above conclusions, though arrived at by previous workers also, have 
been written for the sake of con?pleteness.) 

(iv) The fields inside and outside the sphere for high values of r,  behave quite diffc- 
rently from the fields for high values of p, as shown in Figs. 4 to 8. 

(v) The calculated resonant frequencies for the TM,,, mode (first root of TM,, 
mode) of biological spheres, having the properties of brain matter, agree fairly 
well with the frequencies of maximum absorption of electromagnetic radiation 
as reported by experimental workers, as shown in Fig. 10 (b). 

(vij Other workerss3 have reported that there is a region of maximum heating in the 
frequency >,ems radius diagram for a lossy sphere having the same electrical 
characteristics as brain tissue. This can also be seen from Fig. 2, where the 
resonant frequencies of various TM and TE modes occur within a certain region 
for a sphere of given radius and given electrical properties. 

(vii) As the Re (aB,,) and I, ((183 become zero at a particular value of all,, it may 
he said that the modal oscillation may be completely confined inside the sphere 
a t  this value of all., indicating possibly the absence of radiation. 
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Appendix 

Deuivafion of the Q-$letol* of fhc sphere 

Thc transfer impedance Z (rd of n cavity resonator is defined hy 

e - iZ (m) (A.1) 

wherc ' e' is the e.m.f. induced in Ihc output loop and ' i '  is the current of constant 
amplitude, but of variable Crequency f: maintained in  tile input loop by a suitable scnrce. 

For n ' high-Q ' cavity, Z (iv) iil thc vicinity of .I. resonant angular frequency to, is 
approximately given ac 

The quantity K depends upon thc size and orientation of the coupling loops, while 
Q and a, are independent of these factors provided that the coupling is weak. 

Eqn. (A.1) expresses the relation between input and output aniplitudes under 
the conditions of forced oscillations, with the factor representiqg unda~nped 
sinusoidal variation in timc. 

II the input is relnoved now, the i~atural oscillations still persist, but with an expo- 
nential decay with time. The frequency of oscillations is the same a? the resonant 
kequency o l  the cavity within the degree or approximation imposed by (A.2). A 
suitable time runction is of the form 

in wh~ch u,, i s  a real positive constant, known as the decay ractor. When natural oscil- 
lations are under consideration, cur must be I-eplaccd by a),, + j u ,  in (A.2) so that 
&a, hecoiues jm,:. 

Wken the input current i -- 0, the output, 0, can 11ave a finite value only if Z (co) =- m, 

.e.. 
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